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Abstract 
Temozolomide (TMZ) was paired with each of the five nucleic acid bases, and the potential 
energy surface searched for all minima, in the context of Dispersion-Corrected Density 
Functional Theory and MP2 methods.  Three types of arrangements were observed, with 
competitive stabilities.  Coplanar H-bonding structures, reminiscent of Watson-Crick base pairs 
were typically the lowest in energy, albeit by a small amount.  Also very stable were 
perpendicular arrangements that included one or more H-bonds.  The two monomers were 
stacked approximately parallel to one another in the third category, some of which contained 
weak and distorted H-bonds.  Dispersion was found to be a dominating attractive force, largest 
for the stacked structures, and smallest for the coplanar dimers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The temozolomide (TMZ) molecule pictured in Scheme 1 is attracting growing attention by 
numerous research groups by virtue of its ability to serve as a DNA alkylating agent. 1-3 Purines 
are the most common alkylation target, in particular O6 and N7 of guanine, and N3 of adenine.  
As the most successful antiglioma drug, TMZ can add several months to the life expectancy of 
malignant glioma patients.1-9 Glioblastoma, or malignant glioma (MG), is the most aggressive 
adult brain cancer and accounts for more than 50% of all glioma cases diagnosed.10 Despite 
research efforts, the average lifespan for a MG patient postdiagnosis is 14.6 months with most 
patients experiencing tumor relapse and outgrowth within 7 months of initial radiation 
therapy.11–13 
 
Scheme 1. Structure of temozolomide  
 
Basically, the TMZ molecule is characterized by a fused pair of heterocyclic rings containing 
a total of five N atoms, as well as a carbonyl and a carboxamide group.  Such a structure can be 
expected to participate in hydrogen bonds (HBs) or dispersion-dominated interactions with other 
molecules. Because of the ubiquitous nature of noncovalent interactions (NCIs) in many 
biological systems,14–29 these NCIs may serve to enhance the anticancer potency of TMZ by 
fostering its interaction with other pharmacologic agents.  Previous work from this laboratory has 
examined the interactions of TMZ with both small molecules H2O, HCl, BH3, and BF3, as well 
as larger pharmacological agents chloroquine and quercetin, as well as possible homodimers of 
TMZ.30–35  The preferred geometries of the heterodimers of TMZ with both water and HCl are 
guided by standard H-bond considerations.  The O atom of the terminal amide group is the 
primary atom of attack, with an interaction energy exceeding 30 kJ/mol.  BH3 and BF3 act as 
Lewis acids and quite strongly, with interaction energies in the 60-100 kJ/mol range.  On the 
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other hand, when interacting with other molecules containing aromatic moieties, stacked 
arrangements are generally preferred to H-bonded arrangements, although not necessarily by a 
large margin. 
Since TMZ may well interact directly with nucleic acid bases, it is important to examine how 
such interactions might occur.  What sort of complexes are to be expected, and how strong might 
be the binding?  The structure of TMZ presents the interesting possibility that it might bind with 
each of the nucleic acid bases by multiple H-bonds, very much akin to the Watson-Crick base 
pairing that occurs within DNA.   Are there alternate modes of binding in addition to the most 
stable complexes, and how much higher in energy might these be?  Does TMZ prefer to bind 
with certain of the nucleic acid bases in competition with others, and if so, how strong is this 
preference?  From a more fundamental perspective, these interactions raise interesting questions 
concerning the relative strength of HBs in comparison with other NCIs such as dispersion-
dominated stacking of aromatic systems.  Moreover, the presence within TMZ of a large number 
of heteroatoms, for example more N atoms than C, makes it a particularly interesting subject in a 
fundamental sense. 
At this juncture, there has been neither experimental nor theoretical examination of the 
interaction between TMZ and the various nucleic acid bases, either within the context of H-
bonding or in any other manner.  This work is designed to address these questions via quantum 
chemical methods.  Each of the nucleic acid bases is paired with TMZ and a thorough search 
identifies numerous minima on the potential energy surface.  The nature of the bonding within 
each complex is elucidated, as is the strength of the interaction, leading to answers to questions 
concerning molecular recognition as well as the nature of noncovalent forces.  While the data 
below are specifically relevant to TMZ, the trends and physical phenomena may be considered 
as relevant to other related molecules, aromatic systems with polar substituents. 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
Three pyrimidines, cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil (U) were examined along with two 
purines adenine (A) and guanine (G), shown in Scheme 2.  It may be recalled that the 
pyrimidines bases comprise several tautomers.  Cytosine, for example, has three major 
tautomeric forms, which have different properties: enol, keto, and keto-imine. The latter is 
unstable in the gas phase, requiring solvation for its stability, and the enol tautomer is slightly 
more stable than the keto form by about 0.03 eV.36–38  Although uracil and thymine may exist in 
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six tautomeric forms, all the experimental results so far available are consistent with the diketo 
tautomer being the most stable tautomer in the condensed or gas phase.39-44   
 
                      
        
 
                 
 
 Scheme 2. Structures of nucleic acids  
 
Numerous theoretical studies devoted to the tautomeric equilibria of guanine indicate that 
amongst 15 possible tautomer structures, there are four low-energy tautomers (amino-oxo and 
amino-hydroxy) with the amino-oxo form having hydrogen at N7 as the most stable gas-phase 
tautomer.45-51 Nevertheless, the second most stable form, keto-N9H, is the form in Watson–Crick 
base-pairing in DNA.  The tautomeric landscape of adenine is somewhat less complex than is the 
case of guanine because of the absence of the oxygen. Experimental investigations 52,53 reported 
two amino tautomers, with the 9H form most abundant and also present in DNA and RNA; 7H 
form has only a small presence.  Of course, when placed within the context of nucleic acids, 
certain of the many tautomers of these bases previously investigated would be precluded by 
attachment to the relevant sugars, or by other considerations.  In any case, the tautomeric form 
chosen for all bases here is that which is fundamentally the most stable, without the influence of 
solvation effects.   
All calculations employed the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.  The geometries of the dimers were fully 
optimized using the M06-2X functional. Vibrational analysis verified each structure as a true 
U T C 
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minimum. Single point calculations of these heterodimers were carried out with the B3LYP, 
B3LYP-D3, ωB97-XD, and MP2 protocols.54-63  100 random geometries generated by	  a home 
program (Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Utah State University) were taken as 
starting points, leading to the minima described below. The binding energy BE of each complex 
was derived as an electronic energy difference between the optimized dimer and the sum of the 
monomers in their optimized geometries. This binding energy was corrected for basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) 64 using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise correction.65  
The dispersion energy was estimated as the difference in binding energy between B3LYP-D3 
and B3LYP as described by Equation (1).  The molecular electronic energies E were computed 
by dispersion-corrected DFT given by Equation (2), in which EDFT is the (all-electron) KS-DFT 
energy for a particular density functional, E(2)disp is the standard atom pair-wise London 
dispersion energy from D3 theory 66 (using Becke-Johnson damping),67-69 and E(3)disp is a three-
body dispersion term (of Axilrod-Teller-Mutto type),70,71 which was calculated as described in 
reference 66 using program DFT-D3.72  
 Disp = BE(B3LYP-D3) – BE(B3LYP)  (1) 
 E= EDFT+ E(2)disp + E(3)disp  (2) 
Calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 software package.73 Atomic charges and 
charge transfer energies were assessed by NBO 6.0 software.74 GaussView and Chemcraft 
programs were used for visualization.75 
The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) was evaluated for the monomers in their 
optimized geometry at the M06-2X /6-31+G(d,p) level. Electron density shifts caused by 
complexation were calculated as the difference between the electron density of the complex and 
the sum of those of the monomers, again in the geometry within the complex. 
 
RESULTS 
Pyrimidines 
The binding energies of the minima identified on the heterodimer potential energy surfaces 
of TMZ with uracil, thymine, and cytosine are respectively listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3.  They are 
ordered by their stability at the M06-2X level, but this order can differ with the other levels 
considered here.  Also reported in the tables are the NBO charge transfer energies E(2) that 
exceed a criterion of 2 kJ/mol.  The largest E(2) values generally refer to particular HBs. 
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For both U and T, the most stable dimer is a coplanar structure, both illustrated in Fig 1.  The 
dominant stabilizing force is a pair of NH··O HBs.  A similar structure is quite stable for 
cytosine, but this geometry is slightly less stable than C1 at the M06-2X level, so is labeled C2.  
Note though, that C2 is more stable than C1 at the other three levels of theory, and by substantial 
margins.  T1 and U1 are clearly the most stable, at all levels of theory.  One may therefore 
conclude that these coplanar doubly H-bonded dimers are probably preferred for all three 
pyrimidines.  The HBs are rather short, between 1.74 and 1.960 Å, and with E(2) values between 
72 and 138 kJ/mol.  The latter quantities are large, exceeding the total binding energy in certain 
cases.  This distinction is a reminder that E(2) provides only a qualitative measure of charge 
transfer, and is not equivalent to the full induction energy which might be assessed via 
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory, for example, or other energy decomposition schemes. 
The next most stable structure can be described as a T-shape, wherein the planes of the two 
molecules are roughly perpendicular (P) to one another, as illustrated in Fig 2.  The most obvious 
noncovalent bond is a bifurcated HB wherein the NH proton of the pyrimidine is shared between 
the O and N atoms of the TMZ.  The former is located on the amide group of TMZ and the latter 
on its six-membered ring.  The NH donor is a ring NH for U2, T2, and C3, but utilizes the 
pendant amino group in C1.  The NH··O HB tends to be a bit shorter than NH··N but all are 2.4 
Å or less.  E(2) values for these HBs are 25 and 12 kJ/mol for the NH··O and NH··N HBs, 
respectively for U2 and T2, but a bit smaller for C1 and C3.  It might finally be noted that C1 is 
estimated to be only about 2-4 kJ/mol more stable than C3. 
Another prime motif is a stacked geometry where the planes of the two molecules are 
roughly parallel to one another.  This general structure can be divided into two subcategories.  
There are those of the type S1 illustrated in Fig 3, where the arrangement is stabilized by a pair 
of HBs on either end of the dimer.  In most cases, these two HBs are of NH···O and CH···O type, 
the former shorter and stronger than the latter.  In dimer U3, for example, the NH···O HB is 
1.994 Å in length, with E(2)=44 kJ/mol, counting electron donation from both the O lone pairs 
and the related π(CO) bond into σ*(NH).  The CH···O HB is shorter, 2.518 Å, and E(2) less than 
6 kJ/mol.  S1 geometries U3 and T3 are roughly 5-7 kJ/mol less stable than the P structures U2 
and T2; C4 is higher in energy than the most stable perpendicular arrangement C1 by 1-6 kJ/mol.  
(The S1 designation is also used below to refer to stacked structures with a single HB between 
molecules.) 
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There are also a set of stacked structures that do not have the benefit of significant HBs.  The 
most stable of these S2 configurations are displayed in Fig 4.  T4 contains the semblance of a 
CH···O HB but this bond is quite weak, with R=2.59 Å and E(2) only 3.3 kJ/mol; neither U4 nor 
C5 contain a HB of any sort.  The absence of a significant HB reduces the stability of these S2 
geometries by a variable amount.  For example U4 is higher in energy than U3 by 7 kJ/mol at the 
B3LYP-D3 level but is essentially equally stable with M06-2X.  On the other hand T4 is clearly 
less stable than T3 by amounts varying between 3 and 10 kJ/mol. 
Comparison of the energetic data suggests there is little distinction between T, U, and C with 
regard to the maximal binding energy of TMZ. The three DFT methods suggest this quantity is 
on the order of 70-78 kJ/mol; the MP2 maximal binding energy is a bit smaller, roughly 51-55 
kJ/mol.  
Purines 
The energies and NBO characteristics of the complexes of TMZ with the purines A and G are 
reported in Tables 4 and 5.  In both cases, there is some ambiguity concerning the identity of the 
global minimum.  While A1 is slightly preferred over A2 for M06-2X, the latter is more stable 
for the other three levels of theory; there is similar ambiguity for G1 vs G2.  The structures of 
these dimers are illustrated in Figs 5 and 6.  A1 and G1 place the two molecules approximately 
perpendicular to one another.  Both are stabilized by HBs wherein NH of the purine participates 
in a bifurcated HB with O and N atoms of TMZ.  G5 also has this same general structure, but is 
considerably less stable than is G1.  A2 and G2, on the other hand each contain a pair of classic 
HBs. 
A digestion of the binding energies leads to the conclusion that the perpendicular and HB 
structures of the purine-TMZ dimers are competitive with one another regarding the global 
minimum.  The two HB structures A2 and G2 contain strong H-bonding, with E(2) surpassing 75 
kJ/mol, and ranging up to as high as 137 kJ/mol.  The HBs in the perpendicular dimers are 
considerably weaker, with E(2) less than 60 kJ/mol.  The stacked structures are a bit less stable, 
whether or not they contain elements of H-bonding.  For example, the S1 A structures A3 and 
A4 shown in Fig 7, are more stable than S2 A5 in Fig 8.  The situation is less clear cut for the 
guanine dimers, in that G3 is predicted to be more stable than G4 by M06-2X even though the 
former does not contain a HB; the ordering reverses for the other three levels of theory.  A 
comparison of the A and G dimers indicates that G engages in more strongly bound complexes 
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with TMZ than does A.  The outlier in this analysis arises from MP2 calculations, where there is 
little distinction between the binding energies of the global A and G minima. 
In terms of a comparison between the purines and pyrimidines, there appears to be no 
obvious distinction in maximal binding energy with TMZ that is visible across the spectrum of 
all four theoretical methods, although there is some agreement concerning the preference of 
TMZ for G. 
Electrostatic Considerations 
One of the prime forces that controls the geometry adopted by dimers of this sort arises from 
Coulombic forces.  A convenient means to visualize this anisotropic component of the 
interaction is via molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs) of the individual monomers.  The 
blue and red regions of the MEPs of the five bases and TMZ in Fig 9 respectively indicate the 
most positive and negative regions.  In general, red negative regions occur around heteroatoms, 
more so for O than for N.  The areas surrounding the H atoms are typically positive, especially 
for those H atoms bonded to N.  These patterns are conducive to the formation of the various 
HBs observed in the various dimers, wherein NH is a superior proton donor to CH. 
With regard to the regions above and below the planes of the various molecules, these 
regions are largely neutral, signified by the green colors.  TMZ, on the other hand has a blue 
region above its six-membered ring which ought to attract the negative region of a partner 
molecules.  And indeed, a glance at some of the P dimers shows a propensity for the O atom of 
the pyrimidine to lie directly above this region of TMZ.  U2, T2 and C3 represent examples of 
this arrangement.  C1 is similar except that it is the N atom of C that occupies this position.  With 
respect to the purines, A1 places the N atom of adenine above the TMZ, and the O atom of 
guanine takes its place in G1.  One can conclude that the positive region above TMZ adds to the 
stability of the P dimers via its attraction for O and N atoms of the DNA bases. 
Charge Shifts 
Molecular interactions of the sort considered here usually have associated with them shifts of 
electron density.  That is, the electric fields generated by one monomer induce displacements of 
the electron cloud of its partner, and vice versa.  Certain of these charge shifts can be quantified 
by NBO formalism, where the populations of individual orbitals are altered.  But a more 
universal and spatial picture of these density redistributions can be envisioned by density 
difference maps. 
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Fig 10 displays the difference in density between the full complex, and the sum of 
unperturbed densities of the two constituent monomers, each prior to any interaction between the 
two subunits.  The purple regions indicate density increases, while losses are shown in green.  
The systems chosen for display are the four most stable dimers of TMZ with thymine, which 
represent each of the four categories of geometry observed here.  The dominant characteristics of 
each system is the fingerprint of a HB which consists of the (green) loss of density around the 
bridging proton and the corresponding (purple) gain in the lone pair region of the proton acceptor 
atom.  The intensities of the charge changes, as signified by the extent of each region, are 
roughly proportional to the strength of each HB, and inversely related to the HB length.  The 
categorization of T4 as an S2 structure is confirmed by the absence of any visible charge shift 
along the weak CH··N HB.  Electron density shift patterns in the dimers of TMZ with the other 
nucleic acid are consistent with those illustrated for thymine in Fig 10. 
Influence of Dispersion 
It is of course obvious that HBs provide a strong stabilizing force.  On that basis, one might 
have anticipated that the HB structures ought to be the most stable dimers, and by a sizable 
margin.  In the case of the pyrimidines, HB geometries do appear to represent the global minima, 
but this is not always the case.  For example, the C1 perpendicular dimer of cytosine with TMZ 
is predicted by M06-2X to be the most stable.  In the case of the purines, the perpendicular dimer 
is competitive with, and in some instances more stable than, the HB geometry.  And even when a 
HB dimer is the lowest energy structure, it is typically only a few kJ/mol more stable than the 
next lowest structure.  Then there are the stacked geometries, some of which have no HB at all, 
yet are only slightly higher in energy than those with one or more strong HBs. 
The most obvious factor in the stability of dimers with weak or nonexistent HBs is dispersion 
energy.  This attractive force is expected to be greatest for stacked geometries where the faces of 
the aromatic systems of the two molecules are in close contact.  A straightforward means of 
extracting the dispersion energy is by direct comparison of B3LYP-D3 where dispersion is 
explicitly included with B3LYP where it is not.  The binding energies by these two methods are 
displayed in Tables 6-8 for the U, T, and C dimers.  The third column reports their difference 
which may be taken as a reasonable approximation of the dispersion energy.  (While B3LYP 
may implicitly contain a small portion of the dispersion implicitly, the D3 correction accounts 
for the lion’s share of this quantity.) 
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One sees a clear pattern emerge from this data.  The stacked dimer types, S1 and S2, show 
dispersion energies in the range between and 51 and 64 kJ/mol.  The range for the perpendicular 
structures is smaller, 33 - 40, and that for the coplanar HB dimers is smaller still at 12 - 20.  In 
other words, the stacked geometries have an enormous dispersion advantage over the HB dimers, 
by some 30-50 kJ/mol, enough to counter the stabilizing effects of HB.  Very similar trends are 
noted in the purine dimers, as shown in Tables 9 and 10.  The range of dispersion energy is 55 - 
74 kJ/mol for stacked, a bit larger than the pyrimidine stacked values, likely due to the larger size 
of the purines.  The ranges of 36 - 39 kJ/mol for perpendicular and 13- 16 for coplanar HB, are 
quite similar to the pyrimidine ranges. 
Closer inspection of Tables 6-10 reveals that one can say that certain configurations owe 
their stability solely to dispersion.  U7 in Table 6, for example, has a positive binding energy at 
the B3LYP level, as do T4 and T6, C7 and C8, and several others.  These instances of dispersion 
domination are all examples of stacked geometries, so the importance of dispersion is not a 
surprise. This dispersion pulls the two monomers closer together than would occur in its absence, 
leading to the positive values for certain dimers in Tables 6-10. 
There is a remaining question concerning the accuracy of the calculations presented here.  In 
order to assess how much the results might be affected by a larger basis set, the binding energies 
of all 12 of the uracil/TMZ dimers were recomputed using the much larger cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-
pVTZ basis sets, in the context of the M06-2X functional.  As in the earlier cases, counterpoise 
corrections were applied to each.  For purposes of consistency, the same geometries were used 
for each basis set, that originally generated by 6-31+G** and used in the discussions above.  As 
is evident in Fig 11, the enlargement of the basis set produces a small diminution in the absolute 
value of the binding energy.  But most importantly, the trends in these values are unaffected: the 
rising pattern from left to right of the black 6-31+G** basis set is echoed by the larger sets as 
well. 
Another issue relates to the environment.  The calculations described above place the two 
molecules in an isolated situation so as to extract the most fundamental aspects of their 
interaction .  There is the question as to whether the surroundings might alter the conclusions.  
To test this notion, each of the three most stable TMZ/uracil dimers were placed in a polarizable 
continuum,76-78 characterized by a dielectric constant of 4.2, a value that is consistent with other 
studies of such effects in a biological context.79-86  These three dimers represent each of the 
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classes of interactions observed here, HB, P, and S, respectively.  Calculations were carried out 
at both the M06-2X and B3LYP-D3 levels.  Although the absolute values of the binding energies 
were diminished by this environment, the relative order: U1 < U2 < U3 remained unchanged at 
either level of theory. 
 
DISCUSSION 
It is not uncommon to observe aromatic dimers arrange themselves in parallel/stacked 
geometries as well as perpendicular T-shaped structures.  Examples of pure aromatic systems 
with no H-bonding or even polar substituents include benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene87, 88 
where the two dimer  geometry types are of comparable energy.  Due in part to its larger size, the 
binding energy of the stacked naphthalene dimer is calculated at the CCSD(T) level to be some 
24 kJ/mol, roughly three times larger than that of benzene.  Indeed, the latter represents a more 
general rule87 that as the molecules grow in size, there is an increasingly favorable stability of 
parallel over perpendicular geometry. 
With the introduction onto the aromatic system of heteroatoms and pendant groups with the 
capability to engage in HBs, this type of noncovalent bond can effectively compete with the 
forces that drive the system toward either parallel or perpendicular geometry.  The results of this 
competition for the systems studied here result in a general preference for coplanar H-bonded 
dimers, but the energies of these structures are only marginally more favorable than those of 
perpendicular and parallel arrangements.  Although there are some disagreements amongst the 
theoretical methods employed here, the coplanar HB structures are generally most stable, 
followed by perpendicular, and then by stacked.  Of course, the stacked geometries do not rule 
out the presence of an auxiliary HB, but the latter are usually rather weak due to geometric 
distortion.  In a quantitative sense, the introduction of the various polar and H-bonding groups 
onto the aromatic systems raises the binding energy by a factor of 2-3 when compared to the 
naphthalene dimer, of roughly comparable size. 
One can also compare the binding of TMZ to the nucleic acid bases to the strength of its 
interaction with other related molecules, all containing aromatic systems.  First of all, the TMZ 
homodimer shows a distinct preference for a stacked geometry as compared to a coplanar HB 
structure, with binding energies of some 80 and 65 kJ/mol, respectively.33 A stacked geometry 
was also favored when TMZ was paired with chloroquine,34 although it must be understood that 
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HBs were present even in a parallel arrangement, due in part to the flexibility of the chloroquine 
molecule.  The parallel dimer is also preferred for the TMZ/quercetin dimer,35 which again 
allows intermolecular HBs in this arrangement. 
Digesting these findings together with the results described here, there are two primary 
driving forces when the TMZ molecule interacts with another aromatic system.  A stacked 
parallel arrangement is preferred for its high contribution of dispersion energy.  But the 
formation of HBs is also a dominating influence, and the optimal arrangements usually involve 
the incorporation of both of these factors whenever possible.  In cases like the nucleic acids, 
there is also the possibility of a stable perpendicular arrangement which permits the formation of 
a strong, undistorted HB, along with a greater amount of dispersion than can occur in a coplanar, 
purely HB structure. 
Stacking between aromatic systems has been a subject of scrutiny for some time.  Just 
recently for example, Li et al89 allowed benzene to interact with C60, and observed a preference 
for π-π stacking over geometries which involve a CH••π H-bond.  Like our own work above, 
their results pointed to dispersion as a dominant factor.  With regard to nucleic acid bases, their 
interactions with aromatics such as acenaphthylene was recently examined by Trujillo and Goar 
Sanchez-Sanz 90, who found stacked dimers with a preference for guanine over the other 
nucleobases.  A combined experimental and computation effort 91 designed and evaluated free 
energies of interaction between nucleobases and anthracene, again pointing to stacking 
interactions as a dominating force, even in aqueous solution.  Auguring well for our own data 
above, these authors found good agreement between their experimental measurements and 
calculated data.  Prior work has extended as well to radical cation dimers92-94 where both 
experimental and calculated data have shown that both stacked and perpendicular arrangements 
can occur in homo and heterodimers of aromatics.  These geometries can at times be quite 
competitive in terms of energy, as for example in the case of the naphthalene/benzene dimer.  
This set of data also confirms our own findings that the introduction of polar and H-bonding 
groups can produce a dramatic increase in the binding energy. 
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 Table 1. Binding energies BE and NBO second-order perturbation energy E(2)	  of uracil -TMZ  
dimers.  HB, P, S1, or S2 designations refer to category of structure, see text. Dimer	   BE	  (kJ/mol)	   	  TMZ…uracil	   NBO	  E(2)	  (kJ/mol)	  	   M06-­‐2X	   ωB97-­‐XD	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   MP2	  U1	  HB	   -­‐70.94	  	   -­‐74.86	  	   -­‐74.50	  	   -­‐51.79	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  O3(LPs)	   138.24	  72.43	  U2	  P	   -­‐68.82	  	   -­‐62.92	  	   -­‐62.67	  	   -­‐47.55	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  N3(LP)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←O3(LPs)	  N2-­‐N3(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25.48	  12.43	  3.77	  2.64	  2.34	  U3	  S1	  	   -­‐60.81	  	   -­‐55.95	  	   -­‐55.12	  	   -­‐41.71	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C3-­‐H3(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  	  	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←	  N7(LP)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32.38	  12.22	  3.01	  2.68	  U4	  S2	   -­‐60.72	  	   -­‐52.65	  	   -­‐47.95	  	   -­‐36.33	  	   C1-­‐C4(π)	  →	  O3-­‐C7(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→C8-­‐C9(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)←C8-­‐C9(π*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←	  O3-­‐C7(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  O3-­‐C7(π)	  
5.14	  4.64	  2.51	  2.34	  2.05	  U5	  HB	   -­‐53.28	  	   -­‐56.10	  	   -­‐55.91	  	   -­‐34.49	  	   O2(LPs)→N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  	  	   105.52	  69.41	  U6	  HB	   -­‐50.59	  	   -­‐52.68	  	   -­‐52.23	  	   -­‐32.09	  	   O2(LPs)→N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  O3(LP)	  	  	  	  	  	   98.53	  69.71	  U7	  S1	   -­‐49.44	  	   -­‐44.22	  	   -­‐39.10	  	   -­‐26.76	  	   C3-­‐H2(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →	  C8-­‐C9(π*)	  	  	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←C10-­‐O4(π)	  C5-­‐N5(π*)←O3-­‐C7(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←C8-­‐C9(π)	  	  	  N4(LP)→	  O3-­‐C7(π*)	  
5.73	  4.31	  3.85	  3.39	  2.89	  2.43	  U8	  HB	   -­‐48.97	  	   -­‐53.62	  	   -­‐54.08	  	   -­‐31.62	  	   N5(LP)→	  N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←	  O3(LPs)	   107.03	  43.72	  12.34	  U9	  HB	   -­‐48.51	  	   -­‐52.74	  	   -­‐53.19	  	   -­‐30.88	  	   N5(LP)→	  N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←	  O3(LPs)	  	  	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  	  	   107.03	  39.87	  13.22	  U10	  HB	   -­‐39.98	  	   -­‐42.59	  	   -­‐43.12	  	   -­‐24.21	  	   O1(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←O3(LPs)	   66.02	  41.80	  U11	  HB	   -­‐34.52	  	   -­‐36.01	  	   -­‐36.31	  	   -­‐18.62	  	   O1(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←	  O4(LPs)	  	  	  	  	  	   12.92	  8.97	  U12	  HB	   -­‐33.48	  	   -­‐34.65	  	   -­‐34.63	  	   -­‐17.63	  	   O1(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H10(σ*)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←	  O3(LPs)	   13.39	  9.24	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Table 2. Binding energies BE and NBO second-order perturbation energy E(2)	  of thymine -TMZ  
dimers 
Dimer	   BE	  (kJ/mol)	   	  TMZ-­‐thymine	   NBO	  E(2)	  (kJ/mol)	  	   M06-­‐2X	   ωB97-­‐XD	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   MP2	  T1	  HB	   -­‐70.09	  	   -­‐73.80	  	   -­‐73.78	  	   -­‐51.33	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  O3(LPs)	   131.71	  76.61	  T2	  P	   -­‐67.96	  	   -­‐62.29	  	   -­‐62.02	  	   -­‐47.40	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  N3(LP)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←O3(LPs)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  N2-­‐N3(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  
26.48	  12.25	  4.02	  2.64	  2.47	  T3	  S1	   -­‐61.19	  	   -­‐56.23	  	   -­‐55.44	  	   -­‐42.72	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←	  N7(LP)	  C3-­‐H2(π*)←O4(LPs)	  
26.86	  11.59	  2.26	  2.26	  T4	  S2	   -­‐58.21	  	   -­‐48.88	  	   -­‐44.91	  	   -­‐33.94	  	   C6-­‐O2(π*)	  ←	  N7(LP)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →C11-­‐O4(π*)	  N2(LP)→	  C7-­‐H10(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  C8-­‐C9(π*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐O4(π)	  	  	  N2-­‐N3(π)→	  C7-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →C10-­‐O3(π*)	  
5.73	  3.56	  3.26	  2.76	  2.43	  2.30	  2.22	  T5	  S1	   -­‐55.90	  	   -­‐52.91	  	   -­‐49.74	  	   -­‐36.38	  	   O2(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←O4(LPs)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←C8-­‐C9(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →C8-­‐C9(π*)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)	  ←C11-­‐O4(π)	  	  	  
19.03	  3.47	  3.31	  2.05	  1.97	  T6	  S1	   -­‐55.83	  	   -­‐52.33	  	   -­‐46.56	  	   -­‐34.71	  	   C3-­‐H3(σ*)←O3(LPs)	  N5(LP)→	  C7-­‐H9(σ*)	  C3-­‐H3(σ*)	  ←C10-­‐O3(π)	  	  	   5.69	  2.89	  2.59	  T7	  HB	   -­‐52.27	  	   -­‐55.15	  	   -­‐54.87	  	   -­‐33.57	  	   O2(LPs)→N8-­‐H8(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ	  *)←O4(LPs)	   101.09	  70.37	  T8	  HB	   -­‐51.14	   -­‐52.96	  	   -­‐52.82	  	   -­‐32.38	  	   O2(LPs)→N8-­‐H8(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(π*)←O3(LPs)	   167.95	  70.46	  T9	  HB	   -­‐49.16	  	   -­‐53.80	  	   -­‐54.45	  	   -­‐31.76	  	   N5(LP)→	  N8-­‐H8(σ*)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←O4(LPs)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←O3(LPs)	   108.65	  41.09	  13.85	  T10	  HB	   -­‐48.81	   -­‐52.93	  	   -­‐53.73	  	   -­‐31.24	  	   N5(LP)→	  N8-­‐H8(σ*)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←O3(LPs)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←O4(LPs)	   214.35	  66.15	  30.50	  T11	  S1	   -­‐47.49	   -­‐40.03	  	   -­‐37.39	  	   -­‐25.86	  	   N6-­‐H5(σ	  *)←O3(LPs)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←C10-­‐O23(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐O4(π)	  O1(LPs)→	  C7-­‐H9(σ*)	  C5-­‐N5(π)	  →C10-­‐O3(π*)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →	  C7-­‐H9(σ*)	  N4(LP)→	  C11-­‐O4(π*)	  
12.68	  7.49	  6.65	  4.90	  4.35	  3.72	  2.89	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T12	  HB	   -­‐39.77	  	   -­‐42.26	  	   -­‐42.88	  	   -­‐24.06	   O1(LPs)→N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C5-­‐H6(σ*)←O3(LPs)	   64.89	  42.55	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Table 3. Binding energies BE and NBO second-order perturbation energy E(2)	  of cytosine -TMZ  
dimers  Dimer	   BE	  (kJ/mol)	   	  TMZ	  …cytosine	   NBO	  E(2)	  (kJ/mol)	  	   M06-­‐2X	   ωB97-­‐XD	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   MP2	  C1	  P	   -­‐75.56	  	   -­‐69.738	  	   -­‐67.73	  	   -­‐52.33	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  N3(LP)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←	  N8	  (LP)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←O3(LPs)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  
22.22	  7.82	  5.90	  5.82	  3.22	  C2	  HB	   -­‐74.06	  	   -­‐78.671	  	   -­‐77.84	  	   -­‐54.64	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←O3(LPs)	   124.10	  102.84	  C3	  P	   -­‐72.20	   -­‐65.281	  	   -­‐64.86	  	   -­‐50.43	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  N3(LP)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←O3(LPs)	  N2-­‐N3(π)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←O3(LPs)	  
14.18	  12.80	  4.10	  3.64	  2.55	  C4	  S1	   -­‐71.95	  	   -­‐66.976	  	   -­‐61.01	  	   -­‐51.49	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←O3(LPs)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →N8-­‐C10(π*)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →C7-­‐C8(π*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←N8-­‐C10(π)	  
26.23	  11.84	  6.07	  3.81	  3.47	  2.80	  2.64	  C5	  S2	   -­‐70.29	  	   -­‐60.606	  	   -­‐55.19	  	   -­‐46.22	  	   C1-­‐N4(π)	  →C9-­‐O3(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  C7-­‐C8(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π*)←	  C7-­‐C8(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  C1-­‐N4(π*)←	  N7	  (LP)	  C1-­‐N4(π*)	  ←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  
3.10	  2.97	  2.55	  2.55	  2.18	  2.13	  C6	  HB	   -­‐69.06	  	   -­‐73.232	  	   -­‐72.63	  	   -­‐49.03	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  N8	  (LP)	   92.47	  80.00	  C7	  S2	   -­‐64.73	  	   -­‐57.121	  	   -­‐51.03	  	   -­‐40.56	  	   C2-­‐O1(π*)←N8-­‐C10(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  N8	  (LP)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  C5-­‐N5(σ*)←	  N9	  (LP)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)←	  N7	  (LP)	  
6.02	  3.60	  2.92	  2.34	  2.30	  C8	  S2	   -­‐63.59	  	   -­‐55.264	  	   -­‐49.13	  	   -­‐38.41	  	   C1-­‐C4(π)	  →N8-­‐C10(π*)	  N2-­‐N3(π)→C9-­‐O3(π*)	  C3-­‐H3(π*)←O3(LPs)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←N8-­‐C10(π)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  N8	  (LP)	  
4.56	  4.18	  3.26	  3.14	  2.47	  2.18	  C9	  S1	   -­‐62.39	  	   -­‐57.466	  	   -­‐54.69	  	   -­‐42.55	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  	  C3-­‐H2(π*)←O3(LPs)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←	  C9-­‐O3(π)	  N3(LP)→	  C9-­‐O3(π*)	  	  	  	  
10.38	  6.28	  5.44	  3.68	  2.51	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C1-­‐C4(π*)←N8-­‐C10(π)	  N4(LP)→	  N8-­‐C10(π*)	  	  	  	   2.30	  2.13	  C10	  P	   -­‐51.48	  	   -­‐48.180	  	   -­‐45.86	  	   -­‐31.43	  	   O1(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  N8	  (LP)	  C2-­‐O1(π)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	   19.29	  16.61	  10.08	  C11	  HB	   -­‐46.56	  	   -­‐49.990	  	   -­‐49.29	  	   -­‐28.25	  	   N6-­‐H5(σ*)	  ←	  N8	  (LP)	  N5(LP)→	  N9-­‐H10(σ*)	  	  	  	   66.65	  43.14	  C12	  HB	   -­‐43.10	  	   -­‐46.092	  	   -­‐46.00	  	   -­‐26.23	  	   O1(LPs)→	  N7-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  C5-­‐H6(π*)←O3(LPs)	   59.66	  53.72	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Table 4. Binding energies BE and NBO second-order perturbation energy E(2)	  of adenine -TMZ  
dimers Dimer	   BE	  (kJ/mol)	   	  TMZ…adenine	   NBO	  E(2)	  (kJ/mol)	  	   M06-­‐2X	   ωB97-­‐XD	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   MP2	  A1	  P	   -­‐68.73	  	  	   -­‐68.64	  	  	   -­‐65.06	  	  	   -­‐54.79	  	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←	  N8(LP)	  N3(LP)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  N8(LP)	  
56.82	  7.07	  5.40	  4.31	  3.60	  A2	  HB	   -­‐67.03	  	   -­‐72.22	  	   -­‐71.15	  	   -­‐50.00	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←	  N8(LP)	   113.39	  75.69	  A3	  S1	   -­‐64.27	  	  	   -­‐58.85	  	  	   -­‐51.16	  	  	   -­‐49.89	  	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  N2-­‐N3(π)	  →C11-­‐N10(π*)	  C1-­‐N4(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←	  N10(LP)	  
6.61	  5.56	  3.60	  3.56	  3.43	  2.18	  2.09	  A4	  S1	   -­‐61.86	  	  	   -­‐60.67	  	  	   -­‐53.47	  	  	   -­‐51.45	  	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)←	  N11(LP)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N9-­‐H11(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →C9-­‐N9(π*)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←C9-­‐N9(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →N8-­‐C10(π*)	  
29.08	  8.03	  7.57	  3.85	  3.14	  2.26	  A5	  S2	   -­‐59.43	  	  	   -­‐54.73	  	   -­‐45.20	  	   -­‐40.66	  	   C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←	  N8-­‐C10(π)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →C11-­‐N10(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π*)←	  C11-­‐N10(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →	  N8-­‐C10(π*)	  
5.69	  4.14	  2.38	  2.01	  A6	  S1	   -­‐59.13	  	  
	  
-­‐54.12	  
	  
	  
-­‐45.70	  
	  
	  
-­‐39.31	  
	  
	  
O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H9(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N11-­‐H9(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π)	  →N7-­‐C7(π*)	  C6-­‐O2(π*)	  ←N7-­‐C7(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →	  C11-­‐N10(π*)	  C5-­‐N5(π)	  →C9-­‐N9(π*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←N7-­‐C7(π)	  
6.82	  5.86	  5.56	  5.48	  3.10	  2.64	  2.22	  2.09	  A7	  S1	   -­‐56.61	  	  
	  
-­‐54.54	  
	  
	  
-­‐47.86	  
	  
	  
-­‐41.83	  
	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  C3-­‐H1(σ*)←	  N8(LP)	  N1(LP)→	  C9-­‐N9(π*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←	  C9-­‐N9(π)	  
25.82	  7.53	  4.52	  3.64	  2.97	  A8	  	  S2	   -­‐52.21	   -­‐48.71	   -­‐41.48	   -­‐35.27	   N2-­‐N3(π)→	  C9-­‐N9(π*)	   2.89	  A9	  P	   -­‐52.10	  	  
	  
-­‐51.03	  
	  
	  
-­‐47.59	  
	  
	  
-­‐37.52	  
	  	   C2-­‐O1(π)	  )→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  O1(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←	  N10(LP)	  O2(LPs)→	  C11-­‐H8(σ*)	  C3-­‐H3(σ*)	  ←	  N11(LP)	  
12.97	  9.79	  7.70	  6.90	  4.35	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C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←	  N10(LP)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →C11-­‐H8(σ*)	   3.30	  2.64	  A10	  S1	   -­‐51.10	  	  
	  
-­‐49.77	  
	  
	  
-­‐45.49	  
	  
	  
-­‐35.11	  
	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H9(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)→	  N11-­‐H9(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←	  N7-­‐C7(π)	  N2-­‐N3(π)	  →	  N7-­‐C7(π*)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←	  N11(LP)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)	  ←	  N8(LP)	  C3-­‐H2(σ	  *)	  ←N8-­‐C10(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←	  N7(LP)	  
30.50	  7.11	  2.97	  2.85	  2.55	  2.38	  2.22	  2.13	  A11	  HB	   -­‐50.54	  	   -­‐55.13	  	   -­‐55.21	  	   -­‐32.66	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)	  ←	  N10(LP)	   75.81	  72.13	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Table 5. Binding energies BE and NBO second-order perturbation energy E(2)	  of guanine -TMZ  
dimers Dimer	   BE	  (kJ/mol)	   	  TMZ…guanine	   NBO	  E(2)	  (kJ/mol)	  	   M062X	   ωB97XD	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   MP2	  	  G1	  P	   -­‐81.56	  	   -­‐77.04	  	   -­‐76.65	  	   -­‐56.94	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  N3(LP)	  →N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  O2(LPS)→	  N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←O3(LPs	  N2-­‐N3(π)→N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←O3(LPs)	  
28.95	  14.35	  9.25	  6.65	  4.03	  3.68	  2.51	  G2	  HB	   -­‐77.50	  	   -­‐81.92	  	   -­‐81.58	  	   -­‐54.53	  	   O2(LPS)→	  N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←O3(LPs)	  O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	   136.86	  122.50	  3.77	  G3	  S2	   -­‐71.58	  	   -­‐61.24	  	   -­‐54.77	  	   -­‐46.96	  	   C2-­‐O1(π)	  ←C10-­‐O3(π)	  C1-­‐C4(π)→C10-­‐O3(π*)	  	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  C5-­‐N5(π*)	  ←	  N8(LP)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←	  N9(LP)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←O3(LPs)	  
4.56	  4.31	  4.02	  3.22	  2.55	  2.18	  G4	  S1	   -­‐70.93	  	   -­‐64.12	  	   -­‐58.63	  	   -­‐52.14	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N8-­‐H7σ*)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)←	  N8(LP)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →C11-­‐N10	  (π*)	  C2-­‐O1(π)	  →C11-­‐N10(π*)	  
34.18	  8.41	  3.89	  2.76	  2.76	  G5	  P	   -­‐70.66	  	   -­‐65.39	  	   -­‐64.67	  	   -­‐50.30	  	   N3(LP)	  →N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  O2(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)←O3(LPs)	  N2-­‐N3(π)→N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  C1-­‐C4(π*)←O3(LPs)	  
21.88	  16.69	  4.77	  2.64	  2.51	  G6	  HB	   -­‐70.40	  	   -­‐75.09	  	   -­‐75.07	  	   -­‐53.46	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)←O3(LPs)	   128.32	  82.34	  G7	  S1	   -­‐67.36	  	   -­‐57.49	  	   -­‐49.38	  	   -­‐46.74	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←C8-­‐C9(π)	  	  C1-­‐C4(π)→C10-­‐O3(π*)	  	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  C3-­‐H2(σ*)	  ←N10(LP)	  
73.51	  4.90	  4.69	  4.44	  3.35	  2.18	  G8	  HB	   -­‐62.99	  	   -­‐68.61	  	   -­‐67.02	  	   -­‐38.90	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H11(σ*)	  N6-­‐H4(σ*)	  ←N10(LP)	   97.32	  76.73	  G9	  S1	   -­‐61.43	  	   -­‐58.48	  	   -­‐53.22	  	   -­‐43.00	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  C6-­‐O2(π)	  →N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  N2-­‐N3(π*)	  ←C8-­‐C9(π)	  	  C1-­‐C4(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  	  C3-­‐H3(σ*)	  ←N10(LP)	  
11.97	  9.50	  4.31	  3.43	  3.01	  2.93	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G10	  S1	   -­‐61.24	  	   -­‐55.43	  	   -­‐46.06	  	   -­‐40.33	  	   C11-­‐O14(π*)←N8(LP)	  	  N1(LP)	  →N8-­‐H7(σ*)	  C5-­‐N5(π)→C10-­‐O3(π*)	  N6-­‐H5(σ*)←C10-­‐O3(π)	  C2-­‐O1(π*)	  ←C11-­‐N10(π)	  	  C2-­‐O1(σ*)	  ←N32(LP)	  
4.14	  3.60	  3.10	  2.76	  2.55	  2.05	  G11	  HB	   -­‐60.77	  	   -­‐61.88	  	   -­‐60.67	  	   -­‐40.23	  	   O2(LPs)→	  N9-­‐H8(σ*)	  O2(LPs)→	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	  N3(LP)	  →	  N11-­‐H10(σ*)	   52.05	  28.53	  11.72	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Table 6. Comparison between B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 binding energies (kJ/mol) of uracil-TMZ 
dimers. Dimer	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   B3LYP ΔBE	  U1	  	  HB	   -­‐74.50	   -­‐61.53	   -­‐12.97	  U2	  	  P	   -­‐62.67	   -­‐29.58	   -­‐33.08	  U3	  	  S1	   -­‐55.12	   -­‐3.27	   -­‐51.85	  U4	  	  S2	   -­‐47.95	   4.81	   -­‐52.76	  U5	  	  HB	   -­‐55.91	   -­‐43.18	   -­‐12.73	  U6	  	  HB	   -­‐52.23	   -­‐39.64	   -­‐12.59	  U7	  	  S1	   -­‐39.10	   18.20	   -­‐57.20	  U8	  	  HB	   -­‐54.08	   -­‐34.50	   -­‐19.58	  U9	  	  HB	   -­‐53.19	   -­‐33.64	   -­‐19.55	  U10	  	  HB	   -­‐43.12	   -­‐31.29	   -­‐11.83	  U11	  	  HB	   -­‐36.31	   -­‐24.99	   -­‐11.70	  U12	  	  HB	   -­‐34.63	   -­‐22.96	   -­‐11.67	  	  	  	  	  
Table 7. Comparison between B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 binding energies (kJ/mol) of thymine-
TMZ dimers. 	  
	  	  
  
Dimer	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   B3LYP ΔBE	  T1	  HB	   -­‐73.78	   -­‐60.72	   -­‐13.06	  T2	  	  P	   -­‐62.02	   -­‐28.82	   -­‐33.20	  T3	  	  S1	   -­‐55.44	   -­‐1.33	   -­‐54.11	  T4	  	  S2	   -­‐44.91	   18.55	   -­‐63.46	  T5	  	  S1	   -­‐49.74	   7.22	   -­‐56.96	  T6	  	  S1	   -­‐46.56	   17.17	   -­‐63.73	  T7	  	  HB	   -­‐54.87	   -­‐41.81	   -­‐13.06	  T8	  	  HB	   -­‐52.82	   -­‐40.08	   -­‐12.74	  T9	  	  HB	   -­‐54.45	   -­‐34.51	   -­‐19.94	  T10	  	  HB	   -­‐53.73	   -­‐33.86	   -­‐19.87	  T11	  	  S1	   -­‐37.39	   18.21	   -­‐55.60	  T12	  	  HB	   -­‐42.88	   -­‐30.90	   -­‐11.98	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Table 8. Comparison between B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 binding energies (kJ/mol) of cytosine-
TMZ dimers. Dimer	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   B3LYP	   ΔBE	  C1	  	  P	   -­‐67.73	   -­‐27.85	   -­‐39.88	  C2	  	  HB	   -­‐77.84	   -­‐64.69	   -­‐13.15	  C3	  	  P	   -­‐64.86	   -­‐29.16	   -­‐35.70	  C4	  	  S1	   -­‐61.01	   -­‐27.85	   -­‐33.16	  C5	  	  S2	   -­‐55.19	   1.31	   -­‐56.50	  C6	  	  HB	   -­‐72.63	   -­‐57.91	   -­‐14.72	  C7	  	  S2	   -­‐51.03	   10.79	   -­‐61.82	  C8	  	  S2	   -­‐49.13	   8.57	   -­‐57.70	  C9	  	  S1	   -­‐54.69	   -­‐3.22	   -­‐51.47	  C10	  	  P	   -­‐45.86	   -­‐12.87	   -­‐33.02	  C11	  	  HB	   -­‐49.29	   -­‐30.82	   -­‐18.47	  C12	  	  HB	   -­‐46.00	   -­‐34.18	   -­‐11.82	  	  	  
Table 9. Comparison between B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 binding energies (kJ/mol) of adenine-
TMZ dimers. Dimer	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   B3LYP	   ΔBE	  A1	  	  P	   -­‐65.06	   -­‐27.67	   -­‐37.39	  A2	  	  HB	   -­‐71.15	   -­‐57.53	   -­‐13.62	  A3	  	  S1	   -­‐51.16	   15.69	   -­‐66.85	  A4	  	  S1	   -­‐53.47	   7.43	   -­‐60.9	  A5	  	  S2	   -­‐45.20	   15.89	   -­‐61.09	  A6	  	  S1	   -­‐45.70	   19.02	   -­‐64.7	  A7	  	  S1	   -­‐47.86	   15.45	   -­‐63.31	  A8	  	  	  S2	   -­‐41.48	   19.49	   -­‐60.97	  A9	  	  P	   -­‐47.59	   -­‐8.90	   -­‐38.69	  A10	  	  S1	   -­‐45.49	   6.38	   -­‐42.11	  A11	  	  HB	   -­‐55.21	   -­‐42.31	   -­‐12.9	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Table 10. Comparison between B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 binding energies (kJ/mol) of guanine-
TMZ dimers. Dimer	   B3LYP-­‐D3	   B3LYP ΔBE	  G1	  	  P	   -­‐76.65	   -­‐39.68	   -­‐36.97	  G2	  	  HB	   -­‐81.58	   -­‐65.54	   -­‐16.04	  G3	  	  S2	   -­‐54.77	   15.28	   -­‐70.05	  G4	  	  S1	   -­‐58.63	   12.14	   -­‐70.77	  G5	  	  P	   -­‐64.67	   -­‐29.17	   -­‐35.50	  G6	  	  HB	   -­‐75.07	   -­‐62.16	   -­‐12.91	  G7	  	  S1	   -­‐49.38	   24.70	   -­‐74.08	  G8	  	  HB	   -­‐67.02	   -­‐52.82	   -­‐14.20	  G9	  	  S1	   -­‐53.22	   2.04	   -­‐55.26	  G10	  	  S1	   -­‐46.06	   24.28	   -­‐70.34	  G11	  	  HB	   -­‐60.67	   -­‐45.44	   -­‐15.23	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Fig. 1. Geometries of HB dimers of U, T, and C with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig. 2. Geometries of perpendicular (P) dimers of U, T, and C with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig. 3. Geometries of stacked (S1) dimers of U, T, and C with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig. 4. Geometries of stacked (S2) dimers of U, T, and C with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig. 5. Geometries of perpendicular (P) dimers of A and G with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Geometries of HB dimers of A and G with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig. 7. Geometries of S1 dimers of A and G with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Geometries of S2 dimers of A and G with TMZ.  Distances in Å. 
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Fig 9. Molecular electrostatic potential surrounding each of the five bases and TMZ on surface 
representing 1.5 times the van der Waals radius of each atom. Blue color indicates a 
potential of +0.08 au, and red corresponds to -0.08.  
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Fig 10. Electron density shifts occurring in the four indicated dimers of thymine with TMZ.  
Purple and green regions respectively indicate gain and loss upon formation of the 
complex, at the ±0.002 au contour. 
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Fig 11. Binding energies computed with three different basis sets via the M06-2X functional for 
the 12 indicated uracil heterodimers with TMZ. 
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